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UCF's football season
closes with $20,000
to finance next year
by Doug Marks

Although a- complete financial
breakdown has not yet been compifed,
Knight football finished its infant O'Leary estimated that $80,000 was
year in the black with a $20 ~000 raised in contributions, and $60,000
surplus, according · to UCF Athletic' was earned from gate receipts and
var ious guarantees. ·
Director Jack O'Leary.
, Most of the donations were raised by
"We have shown the nation it can be
done," he said, "at a time when many 14 five-man teams who canvassed
small schools · are dropping football metropolitan area businesses under
programs." In less than a year, UCF · O'Leary's direction in a "D-Day
has establ'ished a 6-2-0, locally- Drive" last spring. Radio station WKIS
oriented team with a balanced budget, broacicast "invasion bulletins" and
because of hard workers and strong took pledges over the phone._.
ONCE PLAYERS and coaches were
support from campus and community,
found,
O'Leary, who supervised and
O'Leary said.
"It was a gamble,'-' he said. "We organized the business end of the team,
started out with nothing. No uniforms, had to overcome the problem of lack of
players, coaches or fa.cilities. We did facilities.
have a goal and people who wanted to
make it work-especially President
Trevor CoJbourn and - Coach (Don)
Jonas."
O'Leary started out· raising funds by
el}listing the help of the Orlando ·
Chamber of Commerce and Fla. State
Senator George Stuart. O'Leary had
the OCC's Sports Committee establish
by Kathleen Foronda
a UCF Sports Subcommittee~ ·chaired
staff Jt,rlter
by Dick Nelson. They invited 120 area
".t' or many of these kids, 'Threshold'
businessmen ·to a fund-raisir!g kick-off is their only chance," said Ed Blakely,
luncheon . .Eighty attended and 60 director of the Threshold School for
made pledges totalling $20,000.
~hildren.
severely
dysfunctional
"THIS GOT'the ball rolling," said the Blakely noted that UCF's Dr. Richard
athletic directo~.-"We thought at first D. Tucker of the Psychology Deparwe would need $80-90,000 -to finance tment was instrumental in establishing
the team." At latest estimate, UCF the school to aid c'hildren labeled as
football expended $120,000, he said.
"hopeless" cases.
atatf writer

Dave Dunlop/Future

Students Cindy Faust (left~ and Sarah Roscoe make the campus
their stage while rehearsing for .roles to be played before Dr. Stuart
Omans' Shakespt;are class.
.
,

Threshold School opening doors
for Severely dysfunctional children

·h
.
Brtan LaPeter/Future
Th resh o Id teac er Donna Strickland helps Brian with motor · ·
coordina ti oh.

·

Tucker said in 1976, founder Ann
Willard, the mC'Jther of an autistic
child, was prompted to develop a
school to train children with little or
no communication skills, Willard's intentions were directed toward the
developmentally delayed, autistic. or
retarded children, as well as children
with severe behavioral problems.
Willard obtained support from
Tucker, who was able to get a grant
from the Mental Health Department of
Health and Rehabilitative Services,
Tucker said he also helped the center
with zoning the district that Threshold
would serve, and complying to fire
codes. Tucker also obtained general
funding from the Edyth Bush Foun· · d~tion
and
other
private
organizations.
UCF
students
majoring
in
psychology and tht"'. study of communication disorde·rs have been granted the opportunity to add practicum
work to their studies as a result of the
success of Threshold, said Tucker.
"Students receive anywhere from four
to 12 credit hours:" said Kathleen
Ruland, who has been with Threshold
through
the
student
pract.icum
program.
Ruland said setting the school in
Willard's home adds to the uniqueness
o'f the one-to-one ti:'aching program.
"We have a capacity and funding for
eight children and eight teachers,'-' said
Ruland. Ruland noted the construction
of the house does not allow Threshold

to care for non-ambulatory children.
The majo~ity of the .teachers are
psychology majors.
Ruland said that although teachers
with graduate degrees would be imprC'ssive, the main requirement is a
true desire to work with the kids. "We
can tell within a two or four week period
if that· person is the type to work with
these kids," she said.
"
Threshold trains students in the dav
at Willard's home and then some of th.e
students go to a residential facilitv,
where additional training is condu.cted, said Blakely. The children at the
residential home are cared for bv a
house moth.er, Blakely added.
,
During Christm~s vacation the
students either go home or are taken
home by the teachers, said Ruland.
"To mo~t of them you can only ~how
your affection," said Ruland.
Blakely said Threshold covers six
areas of instruction: self-care; commi.mication; self-control; home maintenance such as making beds; prevocational and academics .
Once a child is brought to
Threshold, a base line study is m!ade,
said Ruland. The number of tantrums,
head bangs, and self-abusive acts per
day are all recorded on. film and on
ch~rts, he said. Progress is then· charted
according to the base line study.
These studies are periodical!};' evaluated
by HRS, said Blakely.
·
Threshold, page 5
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One performer,
several ta·I ents
Hartman, \1.ary Hartman''
to the' 'Jolrnny Carson Shmc" and finally
to the Boh Carr Auditori lm this Sunday,
Tartin Mull entertains as actor, singer,
guitw:ist and comcdirrn. Read lhf' Future
interi-ieic icith l\1ull on page 10.

·lady Knights
to defend title

Priest suggests

church reform
1

'1co UCF honors students distinguish
themselves by conducting a personal interl'iew with Father Andrew Greeley, .
outspokrn proponent of refo'rms in the
C::atholic Church. For his p('rspectives,
and those of students MiGhele.Burke and
Brenda SpP1u·er, see page 7.
'1

/'mm ""Alary

The UCF Lady Knight will be de.fending
their national title against 16 top ranked

vnlleyball teams in this yrnr's finals
hosted by UCF. See rzage 13.

•
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UCF Newsfronts

'Cosmic Concerts' offered
in January by Planetarium

Campaign on Cheating
awaits for f acuity support
In the heat? Don't cheat.

Students
taking finals this week who don't know
some answers should resist lookine; rm
another student's paper.
Continuing a campaign to abolish
cheating, Student Government has
distributed a letter to all facultv members "to corb academic dishon~sty" at
UCF.
.
The letter encourages:
•The use of proctors for all exams, to
be provided by Omicron Delta Kappa
and the President's Leade·r ship Council;
, •Never using the same test fprm
more than once.
•When giving tests in a class wh~re'
students sit close together, use two or
more different test forms and 'alternate
test forms down separate rows of seats.
•Print different test forms on. different colors of paper so that no two

Starting Jan. 4, and evC'ry Frida _
and Saturday evening aftC'r that , thr
John Young Museum and Planetarium
will show Cosmic Concerts.
Thr concerts, to be held at 9 p.m. in
the museum's planrtarium, will be a
eo~1bination light show and concert.
The first few concerts will feature rock
music, but subsequent ones will range
from jazz to contemporary to classical.
"ThC' concerts aren't q~1itP meant to
be psychedelic," said Barbhra Smith.I
planc'tarium tC'chnician, "but since
thC'y arc being held in the planC'tarium,
•
·
·

students sitting nC'xt to t'ach other hav<'
the same tC'st form.
•Separating stucknts so thNC' is <it
least one empty spacr betwC'c:'ll stucJents.,
. •Numbering the C'xams to know how
piany werr hanclC'd cmt (If a studmt is
suspected of cheating, numbering
exams will allow the· instructor . to
know who sat around the sus1wetPcl).
•Requiring studC'nts to show some
form of identification whC'n handing i~
the trst,. to prevent a · studrnt from
having somebodv else take' his test for
him.
·
In addition to thr lettN, thr Stud<'nt
Government Review Board ~ill
provide a pamr~hlet to each student at
registration which will t'xplain what
comprises cheating and list a studt'nt's
academic rights.

UCF Financial Aid Office accepting
applications for $4000 fellowships
The Studmt Financial Aid Office
·has applicntions for thP stat<' of NC'w
Jers<'v, GarclC'n Stat<' Cracluatio11
Fell<;wship.
Th<' awards. worth .
$4,000 a yC'ar, are gr;ml<'d to state
rC'sidents who will att<•nd N<'\V f<'rsC'V
graduate institutions.
.
·
. Fellowship application rC'quirenwnts
arc• as follows: Nt'w JNsc•\' rc•siclc·ncv
for 12 months prnir to n:c<'idng th«·
fellowship~. full time <'nrollnwnt . as a
graduate• student in the fall of I ~)80 ,

Carpooling:Student answer
to rising prices and traffic· .
If you are a commuter student faced
with tush hour traffic and soaring gas
prices, perhaps the solution to your
problem is carpooling.
Centralized"Services has divided the
areas from which students commute
into five different sections, and has
complied a master list of the people
who commute from those sections with.
·
h
b
d
t h ear name, p one num er~ an course
schedule. according to Mark Bender,
the dir~ctor.
Bender suggests interested students
come in and find out which students
live in their area, call them up and .
identify themselvC's and where thev got
·
.
·

1~~o~~·~·~o~~o
.

.

with IC'ss than one> full year of gr:aduate1
c:rC'dits: full timC' rnrollm('Jlt as a
graduate' student m thC' fall of 1980,
with lc•ss than one full year of graduate
cours<'s: attendance at a New Jersev
graduate• school in a d~·gree progra1.;,
othC'r than a first professional degree in
nwdidrw. law or th<'ology.
Applicatior~ ckac.llinc' is FC'h. 1, 1980.
For furth<'r information. contact thl'
Financial Aicl Ollie.·<· at 275-2827.

Rotary Foundation awards ar<' made
to out~t~nding mC'n and womC'n
students, technicians, journalists or
teachers for one academic war of
study in another countrv.
.

A~

award recipient ~ust act in thC'
dual capacity of student and unofficia I
"ambassador of good will." In this
capacity,' the award recipient is expected to serve as a bridge of understanding and friendship bdwC'rn the
peoplrs of his home and his host study

~

Preferenceisgivcntoapplieantswho

Awilnls include round trip jet fair
bdwl'C'n · the recipient's pNmanE'nt
rc•sid<'JH'<' and nlace of stuc.lv in addition to incicfC'ntal travel ~xpen:'i<"S,
registration, tuition and fees, books, ,
room and hoard.
Application information is available .
from any Rotar~1 Club or on campus
from Barth Eng<'rl in the Pul:Jlic Affairs
OffiC'<' , ADM 350, <'xt. 2848.

twish to studv in a eountrv where tlw

.-----,-------------------------.------·

I lambda Chi Alpha l

What ·

Do You

Want

·from

.

College?

o.

I

•Fine Balsam Fir
and White Spruce
•Excellent Selectiin
and low Ptiees
Next To Ji111my Bryan Toyota
on UnNersity fllfd.
.

Adventure?
Add It To Your Schedule.

t
J

Try rappelling ... descending
a precipice by a rope and the
seat of your pants. The fastest way down. Except for tree
fall.
Rappel ting is one part of a
challenging academic and
extracurricular program of. .
f ered by Army ROTC.
Army ROTC t~aches professionally oriented students
to lead people and to direct
equipment to achieve specific objectives as an Active
or Reserve Officer.
If you're looking for the
challenge of leadership, in
college and afterwards, look
into Army ROTC.

ARMY ROTC
LEARN WHAT
ITTAKES TO LEAD
CPT HORNADAY
OR

.

Hours 8111- 11p11

.•

~

nati\'C' language · is different from
tlil'ir own. Application deadline' for
tlw 1981-82 ac:ademic vear is Marc:h 1
1980.
.
,

0

\

!

Rotary Foundation taking
~pplications for ambassador

the' phone number.
Bender calls the program a "good
success," saying about 50 or 60 people
inquired. "However," Bender adds,
"there is a need for some way to find
out how many actually follow
through."
For the future, Bender would like to
see individual mailouts giving students
the names, phone num'bers, and course
schedules of other students in their
area. Bender said Student Government
is also working on a bus service to
UCF, and two buses have already been
donated .

~~~~~~~~~country.

o

the lights can take some strange;> bends
and give off unusual rffects."
"ThC' purpose of the light show is to
complernmt the type of music that is
being played.
A jazz show would
feature a more mellow, subdued light
. show than the one that would go along
with Heart or The Knack," she said.
· The concerts have been succesful in
other cities, such as New, York and
Jacksonville, where tl"\ay have become ·
popular as a place to go on a date, according to Smitr.
The admjssion cost of the Cosmic
Concerts will be $2.50.

DENNIS CRAWFORD

o.

~~~~~o~~~J.

275-2430
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Some instru~tors see teaching as a game
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"G hetto," " Lie, Stea l and Chea t,"
and " Body Language" a re not popul ar
songs of the deca de, but rather titl es in
a ra p idl y expa nding form of educa tion
th at requires students to resolve rea llife problems presl'nted over a computer terminal or a squa re board .
[nstitutional gaming began in the
militarv, when war situations were
simulated to give soldiers experience iri
making decisions and working out
probl ems before actual battle.
Dr. Richard C. Reidenbach of the
Management Department said he used
games as early as the l 9SO's teaching

yea rs, according to Dr. M arcell ~ _!:._:_
Kys il ka, who designed and teaches the
UCF course "Simul ation and Gam.e
Usage in E ducation " al ong w ith Dr.
Trmothy J. Sullivan.
K vs ilka attended a seminar in 1968
featuring people who were trained in
th at a rea . "Today there are thousands ," she says. The UCF course is offered "Three to four times a year, and
is filled each time," she added.
Gaming is used particularly by the
Colleges of Business Administration,
Educatjon, En~ineering and Natural
Sciences.
While most game players are compute.r majors who program and play

students in the Middle East.
MOST GAMES at the university
level have been used for about ten

games in the system, computer gaming
is utilized by many departments on
campus.
Dr. Haven Sweet in

by Carol Arnold

1tattwr1ter
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UCF P 0 f 85 .5.or to co drl••..ect
·pub·,.11c f~o,•..um on~ m· et,..r•c system
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Biolo~ical Sciences is in the process of
changing a program called "Name the
Animal" to "Name the Pla•1t." In the·

1

I

•

·
·
to discuss th e· met-ric
system , w h at 1s
being
'done
nationafly
and
·
new
1taff writer
teaching innovaUons. ·
The metric system will be the topic
The board will conduct a regular
of discussion on Dec. 13 and 14, when
business meeting the afternoons of Dec.
13 and 14. The propo'Sed schedule will
the U.S. Metric Board conducts a
Public Forum and Board Meeting at
include topics such as con_version of
the Hartley Hotel in downtown OrlanFlorida's gasoline pumps to liter ·
do.
dispensing and recent resolutions
" The f7-member Board meets
adopted by the National Conference of
·
around the coun.try and has a two-fold
Weights and Measures.
purpose: 'one, to provide exposure for
The U.S. Metric Board, an indepenthe metric system; and two, to let
dent federal aR_ency, was created by
people in the area of the meeting know
the Metric Conversion Act of Decemwhat is happening with the ·system,"
her 1975, "to coordinate the voluntary
said
Dr.
Douglas
Brumbaugh;
conve·rsion to the metric system."
professor of secondary math education
Compr9mised of 17 presedential ap- ·
and co-director of the Florida Metric
pointees, the board represents conResource Center at UCF.
sumers, labor, retailing, education,
A public forum will be held at 9:30 large and small business, ·engineering,
a.m .. Dec. 13. "Following scheduled
science and state and local government.
resentations
by
area
representatives,
The United States is the on l y inP
the public is invited and encouraged to
dustfial country not completely using
offer comment on the. increasing use of · the metric system.
According to
Brumbaugh, "Australia is .in the the metric system, and to join in a
· general questions-and-answer session
process of conversion, and companies
with the Boa.rd," according to a U.S. · there have saved I 5 percent in total Metric Board official.
production costs after converting to
metric, because th~y use fewer sizes_.
According to Brumbaugh, there will
also be a time designated for ! ducators - which takes less storage, etc .. ."
by Diane Taylor

· OP~lfilflMD

You'll work with top professionals at Oprylarid. You'll earn a
good salary. And you'll be in Nashville-Music City, U.S.A. Opryland
performers have a chance to appear
in ·special events; productions have
e~en been staged exclusively for recording industry executives ... the
people who,count. Opryland performers must be 16 years of age or
older. An accompanist, record player
and cassette recorder will be provided at the audition.
Make Opryland '80 your
stepping stone to stardom!

Auditions schedule for Opryland
Orlando auditions will be held Wednesday, January 9, 1980, 1:00-5:00
p.m. at Loch Haven Art Center, 2416 N. Mills Avenue, (1-4, Princeton
Exit).

with the computer challenged to identify the animal. Proarammers
have ·
~
considered feeding extinct creatures into the coml?uter as a greater challenge,
he said.
DR. RONALD RUBIN of business
admini~tr~tion began working with
games in 1969 at West New England
College. lTsing the computer, Rubin"s
students play a game which simulates
the reactions of the auto industry to
student's car designs and pricing. ·
Reidenbach uses a simulatfon game
in his senior policy class. It is an older
game of production planning and inventory management that is composed
simply of two sheets of paper-one
with instructions, another with a

"The bottom line in converting to
metrics is economics, Brumbaugh said.
metrics is economics," Brumbaugh said.
"Foreign countries have said you
ts, we won't buy. It's a matter of losing
foreign trade, or converting."
· Benefits of metric conversion in the
United States were seen at General
Motors. According to Dr. Louis Polk,
chairman of the United States metric
Board, "The case of General Motors
provides documented evidence that
cost savings to the world's largest
automotive manufacturer are now in
excess of the annual dollar cost of the
· conversion."
"When GM initiated its metric .conversion in 1973, estimates of the
overall costs were carefully evaluated,"
Po'lk said. "By p.hasing i~· the conversion on a gradual basis the actual cost
has been_ less than one percent of the
original estimat.e ."

scoring and calculation area.
Dr. Wallaee· Reiff, acting associate
dean of the College of Business Administration, uses a computerized ·
game that simulates conditions in
a business firm and takes the student
through several years of working conditions. Students are forced to make
Gaming, page 7

Metrics, page 5

FREE PREGNANCY TESTS

QUALITY CARE
FAMILY PLANNING .
Speakers Service

.BIRTH CONTROL

gk£boc ·

Gynecologists

(CJ@/i~ic·

Counseling

2233 LEE ROAD. \"''INTER PARK

628-0405
Toll free 800-432·5249
PH\ ~ l l'I A N MAN ll C: ID

cftUDITIOnstee
Qpryland is America's great
musical show park. Millions·of people each year see our fully-st.aged
musical productions. And for 1980
we need hundreds of young singers
and dancers, instrumentalists and
leader I conduc,tors, stage managers
and technicians.
. As an Opryland entertainer, you'll get the thing m9st important to a show business careere:xposure. Every year, many Opryland entertainers go on to perform
in productions such as Broadway
musicals, national commercials and .
network television shows. ·

~:~::alc~:~ae~t:rrs~;~~n°7 iv:~ t~~i~~-,

~

.
United Parcel Service
.

.

'

NEEDS PART-TIME LOADERS AND UNLOADERS
TO DO HARD PHYSICAL -WORK

EXCELLENT PAY

EXCELLENT BENEFITS

Starting pay $5.89.
per· hour with set pay
increases to $8.42 an
;hour approximately
180 days

Paid vacations
·Paid Holidays
Paid Hospitilization, Dental,
and Vision coverage
Profit-Sharing plan
Monday-Friday work week

in

MUST BE ABLE TO WORK ONE OF THESE SHIFTS
11:30 pm-2:30 am 4:00 am· 7:00 am 6:QO pm-9:00.-pm

APPLY IN PE·RSON
DECEMBERllATNOON
Opryland is an 1mtertai11mcnt property of the National life and Accident bisurana 0Jmpa11y
A n equal opportunity Employer

No phone calls, please. Please bring complete work history. 6131
Anno Ave., Pine Castle. An equal opportunity employer M/F

Bylletju 8Qard
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The Communication Department is
offering for the · ~econd time COM
493Z or Humor in Communication.
The course will cover such areas as
why we laugh and what happens when
we do laugh, and if the ancients
la.ughed as we do.
Dr. Ed Wycoff, instructor of the
class, said it has been brought back by
popular demand.
The course was
designed to help the student identify
and develop that ~imension of humor
most appropriate to his or her own
personality, he said.
Books discussed will include Dr.
Elton Trueblood's The Humor of
Christ.

Library hours change
for Christmas holidays
During the _period Dec. 13, 1979,
through Jan. 6, 1980, the Library will
observe a shortened schedule of hours
as follows:
7:45 a.m. - 8 p.m.
Dec. 13
Dec. 14-J an. 6
8 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Mon.-Fri.
Sat. and Sun.
Closed
Resume Regular
Jan. 7
Schedule

Gestalt training
to begin in January
Gestalt Psychotherapy Training will
be held Tuesdays, beginrµng Jan. 22
and lasting through march 11, 1980
from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. for eight
meetings at UCF's CB 447-A. This
course is designed to provide a
~or_king knowledge of the Gestalt view
of personality, interpersonal process,

ITS

VfJTIL. .

T~E
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1
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'' HAPPY PEA~L HAR.'BoR DAY:::,

_,IL
and psychotherapy. The instructor
will be Qr. Carl Nickeson, of UCF's
Developmental Center.

Women's Club holds
sale for scholarships
The UCF's Womi:-n's Club wiH hold
a bake s~le at the Village Center Dec.
11 , beginning at 8 a.m:. Proceeds
from the bake sale will go toward the
scholarship fund. ·
.

Meals on Wheels looks·
for Christmas gifts
Meals on Wheels needs your }:ielp to
play "Santa" to 530 elderly and
disabled shut-ins. Meals on Wheels
tries to give eal;h elderly shut-in a
Christmas present.
If you can d('.mate any gifts, such as
shaving supplies, powder , socks and
h§lndkerchiefs, Meals on Wheels urges
you to take them to any Red Lobster
.restaurant or to the Christian Service
Center, 70 E. South St., or call 4257873.

Applications taken
for summer job~
Applications are now being taken for
positions on the Orlando Recreation
Dep~rt~ent's_ summer Aquatics Staff.

Employment beginning June 14 at Cit{ the backyard and give us gifts to carry"
of Orlando Pools & Beaches. Advan- in and surprise their children."
c·ed Life Saving Certifications required
Anyone interested in having ATO's
for lifeguards and WSI required for in- come to an office party should contact
structors.
them . as early as possible because
Call 849-2288 ~ for job and/or earlier scheduling is a· must, he said.
training informal ion.
For shorter family group visits, the
ATO's like . a few days notice, if
possible, but they have the capacity to
do as many as 10 appearances in one
evening, depending on the distance,
Surprise your family and friends
according to Smoleroff.
·
this year with a visit by a real fleshATO has traditionally surprised the
and-red-blooded Santa and his elves.
muscular dystroph y patients at the anThe Alpha Tau Omega Fraternity at
nual
MDA Client Christmas Party.
UCF is operating their ninth annual
The ATO Little Sisters actively par"Rent-A-Santa" project, with all
proceeds going to support the . ticipate by helping make the costumes,
and th~y are the elves that accompany
Muscular Distrophy Association.
Santas, accompanied by two elves, Santa on his visits. The ATO's have a
24-hour answering service open now
are available until Dec. 24 by appointment for visits to homes , offices, and through Dec. 24. The proceeds raised
businesses across the community. Fees· for MDA help fight against 39 musclestart at only $15 for a family visit and rel~ted diseases.
can be quoted by request from the Eta
Rho Chapter. Those interested in obIn the Nov. 30 issue of the Future, it
taining more i'nformation or in
was
printed Santa Claus would be
scheduling a visit should call 628visiting
children of UCF students,
6975.
"Our fees are scaled according to the faculty and taff. Santa Claus will be
size of the group," said David making phone calls to children aged
Smoleroff, spokesman for ATO. "We three to six on Dec. 11 from 5 p.m. to
usually send out a Santa and two elves 7. If .yo.u wish to have your child
in costume, along with a driver who phones, you must fill out a form at the
assists. Sometimes parents meet us in Recreational Services Office, PE I 0 I.

ATO offers Santa
for holiday visit

Correction

marketplace
holiday
greetings·
Happy holidays to all the Zetas and Larnbda Chi's.
You all· are the greatest brothers and sisters I
could've ever wanted, especially. my big brother
John and my little sisters Susan and Kay. Merry
Christmas to the Future staff. I'm looking forward
to a great y~ar for us in 1980. Love, Dee Dee.
Merry Christmas to the UCF P.O. from the girls in
Building 23! !
Merry Christmas to the staff and friends of the
Future, and to my associates on campus. May this
season be joyous and safe for each of you. Marti.

personal
Grand Event! Brass recital. Mark Ballon-trumpet;
Ann Ott-French horn. Sunday 3:30 p.m. Rehearsal
Hall. Be there! Aloha.
Wanted: One roommate, off-campus. furnished,
utility-bills paid. Call Darrell Clark at 671-8142.
Peter Lupus, international famous actor, author,
nutrltionalist, and physical fitness consultant introduces his guaranteed nutritionally balanced
fast weight loss/gain program-for information ask
for Neil at 365-3656 after 8 p.m.
Roomate wanted: To 'share 3 bdrm hse furnished.
Male or female. $125 & % utilities. Call 2735631. Stan.

for sale
Calculator-Tl59 $210. Ines: ase, charger Ii com·
plete instructions. Also -mag cards & library
modules. Still under 6 mos. wamnty. 834-9232
before ~ p.m.
Volkswagen 1970 ueug", white, AM/FM radio.
$995. Call 645-06$4 after 7 p.m.
Speakers: 2 JBL L26 Decades, 2 way/w/60 wat·
ts/channel cap. 4% yrs. old, slm to L40's of today.
$312 new. Make offer. Ph. 677-5331.
Speakers: 2 Sansui LM-100 2 way/w/35 wat·
ts/channel cap. 3 yrs. od. Book shelf type. Make
offer. Call 677-5331.
1977 Gibson Les Paul Standard with case mint.
cond. Many extras. $425. 299-3680.
10 Speed lady's bike. Very good condition. Lock
included. $60.00 Call 273-4018.
Beautiful 2~ acres, with lovely home. 2% mi east
of UCF. Owner hold low inter mtg. for responsible
parties. Call owner-293-579~.
1976 blue Fiat 131S; 5 speed; air; excellent con·
dition; asking $2850; call Bettie Sommer at 6786178 weekends and evenings or 647-0823 weekdays.
·
·
Monte Carlo 1973 Auto, PS, PB, AM/FM radio, .
bucket seats, clock, vinyl top, red, low miles only
$1000.00 Must sell need money to pay loans. Cill
282-2772 anytin,e.
STEREO RECEIVER, Speakers, BSR turntable,
$130, New Flamenco Guitar, widelilxe case, made
in Spain, Ramirez quality, $800, Paul Sadur, 904673-2591, or 904-252-1511, (Work-eves only) ~
Persian/Himalayan kittens. 2 females/6 months/no
paper/$75.00. Call ,::d-11716 after 7 p.m. To a
GOO~home.

Need quiet girl to share house in old Orlando. Call
Jan 425-2520.
Two,UF law students (female need 1or2 bdrm apt
in Orlando-furn or unfurn, Jan-Mar.) Contact Karen
Cole, 720 SW 34th St., #125, Gainesville, FL
32607 (904)375-3151.
"Free · puppies" 8 ·wks old. Beagle and Black
Labrador. Great Christmas gift. Call Susan 2783.
After 4 call 275-6855.

FENDER ~.tODES PIANO-electric. 73-key suit·
cav. .dodel. Amps, speakers, and cables included.
~- Call 27~76, ask for Steve Jones.

lost& found
lost-Green bag of tools on Univ. Blvd. Tuesday
(25th) afternoon. Can't ride without them.
Reward. Please call Mike 339-3967.

help wanted

carpool

Need male vocalist for show group (baratone)
must be willing to practive Wed. & Sun. nights to
prepare for production. Free travel as of March 1
1980. If interested, contact Southwind Entertainment Corp. at 677 -5300.
There is a senate seat open for the College of
Health Related Professions. Applications are
avail;1ble in Student Government offices. Ph.
2191.
Part-time:·Would $1000/month and a bonus car in
1 year fit into your lifestyle? Phone 273-1113
Mon-Sat.

Wanted for Winter Break-Riders ·up to New York
City, Long Island, or areas on the way. Own van
and will be returning to UCF for Winter .Quarter.
Must plan out now. Contact Rich at 898-1657.

.,_-----------------i

Limnology student to work part-time monitoring
17 lakes in the Deltona area. $4.30 per hr. For
details call John Pertler, Deltona Corp. Phone 904789-3107 7:30 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.
Full time personal aide to young attorney. Position
best characterized as combining the aspects of an
au pair and social secretary. A laid-back type of
situation. A fun job... never a dull moment. Interests desirable in sailing, exercise, natural
foods, yoga, plants, horses, massage, travel.
Multifaceted duties include errands, food
preparation, messages, social secretary, light
typing, driving of Mercedes-Benz sedan, care and
supervision of town/country homes. Benefits in·
elude private quarters with bath ·in luxury down·
town apartment. Food provided, use of car/motor·
cycle, Olympic Pool, hydrospa, tennis, bicycles.
Utilities & private phone paid. Use of country
home on 3,300 acre riding club. Negotiable cash
salary. Must be intelligent, responsible, female,
quite attractive, poised. Driver's license, typing
skills. Non-smoker. Single. No dependents. Willing
to work. Not for everyone. Special person who
wants interesting job. Not tied to office desk or
bours. Contact Jan Cahoon, 422-7200.
WANTED-Students to work as personal attendants
for male handicapped student beginning Winte
Quarter. WILL TRAIN. Paid, part-time. Ph. 2752371, Special Services.

,._ _ _-----------------1

deadlines
Deadlines for classified ads are Monday at 4 p.m.
before the Friday publication. All ads must be
placed in person and paid for at time of
placement. Rates for on-campus individuals and
departments are per line: 50¢ far one issue; 45¢
for two issues; 40¢ for three issues; and 35¢ for
four or more issues.

·•
services.
Need a roommate? Call us "THE ROOMMATE CON·
NECTION" for professionally screened compatible
roommate. Mon.-Sat. 10-5. 647·5951.
NEED A TYPIST? The Future keeps a list of
available typists on file. For further information
contact the Future Business Office 275-28~5~.
Professional typing. 15 yrs. exp. IBM Electric.
Spelling, punc. & grammar corrected. Paper
provided-CAii Ginny-273-8407, 8-2 & 7:30-9:30.
The IMPORTANT papers deserve the most
PROFESSIONAL typing service. 12 yrs. experience
at UF, USF, and AS SECRETARY AND FREELANCE
TYPIST. Interested in theses, dissertations, term
papers. 1st class work assured with IBM Correcting Selectric. Paper supplied. Susie, 647-4451,
after 2.

ABORTION SERVICES, Free pregnancy test, low
cost birth control. Privacy, confidentiality guaranteed. Birth Control Center, Inc. 725 N. Magnolia
Ave. Available by phone 24 hrs. a day: 422-0686;
or toll free 1(800)432·8517.
ABORTION SERVICES, birth control information,
pregnancy tests and counseling. VC screening, low
cost, conlidential services.
Central Florida Women's
. Health Organization
609 E. Colonial Dr., Orlando
898-0921

.........

FREE PREGNANCY TESTING
Pregnant? Need help? 841-2223
Free Pap smear and breast exam
Call for appoint.gent-Counseling for men

BETA Center, 419 N. Magnolia, Ori.
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BLAKELY
SUMMARIZED
the
Funding dol's not covl'r ('hildn•n
mC'thodology as recognition of comover 18 vears of age. "Th<' oldest
munication deficits ~ind surplus<'s;
studC'nt is i 5, and shC''s b('C'n with us for
r<'corcling of th<' fr<'quenC'y of acts don<'
about 'two vears," said Ruland. Ruland
('OIT<'<'tlv; and trC'atmC'nt strnt<'gv. In
C'stirnatrd ~ithin two to threr YC'<HS,
tr"atmC'~t. Ruland said a rC'~~rcls
the childrm should be "indrpC'nclcntly
s stC'm usual! works best.
>' functional." Upon leaving Thrrshold .
. Though so~C' of th<' children do take
she• said the child ma
do som<'
m<'<lication for SC'izurc>s, Blakely and
shcltPrcd ' workshops, go.o~ to anothC'r
Ruland said sedativC's and other.drugs
institution or to a fostcr home.
to control behavior are unnecessary in
SometimC's the choice of keeping a
treatment. If onC' treatment strategy
child is not up to the school, but to
shows no positive effects in two to four
HRS. "We had one verv severe' case
WC'C'ks, Blakely said another strategv is
who literally ripped th~ skin off hrr
applied.
·
.
faee and had pulled out almost all her
"Things that we take for granted,
hair" Ruland said. Ruland said
like putting on a sock, are broken into
Thr;shold was able to control the
tiny steps and then repeated for reinchild's abusive acts, but she resumed
forcC'ment," stated Ruland . The learher behavior after she was removed
ning process for one "act" can take as
from the program.
long as six months.
WHEN ASKED if any strong emotions
Ruland pointed out that all thC'
caused constant friction between
children have progressed but the
teacher and student, Ruland responschool has one "star student" named
ded, "We try not to create stress for the
Susan. "Susan has been able to transfrr
child. If I g~t angry, I usually just leave
head bangs to puzzle-making, will eat
the room."
solid foods and take simple commanCommunication with sign language
ds." remarked Rutand.
is basically used since only two of the
Threshold conducts classes vea r
students actually talk, said Ruland.
round with . two-we~k vacations. for
"Darcy talks to~ much , sometimes,"
Christmas and in the summer. During
she said jokingly.
playtime, Ruland said thf' children
may go swimming, or use · a
playground constructed by thP ROTC.
from page 3
Clothes have been donated. and a
carnival to benefit ,Threshold will be
sponsored by the Goldenrod Civic Center, said Ruland. Threshold services
The metric system is currently being
Orlando, Osceola, Seminole, and
instituted in school systems. In SepBrevard counties . .
tember 1978 the State of California
380fORLANDO AVE •.(US 17-92-·&· Lake Mary Blvd) SANFORD .
required that all textbooks be printed
entirelv in metric, without reference to
When in ~outhern California visit-~·~~~ BTUCIOB TCUR
the U.S. Standard System.
UCF has also made strides in metric
conversion.
The Florida
Metric
Resource Center, which provides instructional books and tapes on the
system and is one of the most extensive
teaching methods nationwide, is
located in UCF's Education Building.
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Changing of the decade

:switch leaves future more uncertain
The end of this calendar year marks the
beginning of a new decade, and with the
passing of a new ,decade, we can't help but
reflect on the past 10 yars.
The 1970's, if they will be remembered for
nothing else, · have been the years that
America has proved it can survive almost
anything. We faced- the traurnatic crisis of
the Watergate · coverup; we elected a
relatively unknown man as our president;
and we managed to end a war that no one
really wanted to fight.
But by being forced to face all these experiences, we have grown. The Watergate
crisis showed that our system of checks and
baiances in America still works, and that the
press can indeed act as a watchdog over the
government. to protect the rights of the
people.
The Vietnam War, whieh was strongly
opposed by many persons in our country,
showed that Americans would fight fo.r

democracy but that they would rather not
become involved with a-war. Since that war,
Americans have been leary about. getting involved with foreign disagreements because
they do not want to go to war again soon.
Jimmy Carter's election as president of the
United States supports the great American
Dream-thal anyon·e can -reach the top in the
United States, if they work hard enough ..
The beginning ·of a new decade always
causes much specula.tion over the future of
our country. Some look at the future optimistically, and others say the world may be
coming t<? an end. Whatever, they believe,
however, it is certain that the l 980's will be
a challenge. Whoever is elected president
will have· to take caution in dealing with
foreign affairs, as will President Carter
while dealing with the Iranian situation.
The l 970's showed us that Americans
_w ould rather live in peace than fight a war,

.and liying up to their expectatio_ns to do so .
may be difficult with · all the volatile
problems
confronting
international
politicians. If the country is not careful, they
could find themselves in another war.
Locally, the l 980's should be a time of
growth. Orlando, if it continues to grow as it
has in recent years, could be one of the
major metropolitan areas in the South. UCF,
if it continues to grow as it has, will become
more well-known, and under President
Trevor Colboum's leadership, could become
one of the South's best universities.
But in order for the. nation, Orlando, and
UCF to prosper, leaders from all these
groups will have to learn from the mistakes
their predecessors made in the l 970's. The
leaders may sometimes have to take a few ·.
chances in ord,e r to test new programs to
help promote growth. They should not,
however, retread grounds which have
already proven fruitless.
The Editorial Boar@

Letters

Congratulations
due to Payas
Editor:
Student Body President Arm a nd o Payas should be
congra tula ted for his ha rd work in obtaining the position of
chairman of the State Council of Student Body Presidents.
This accomplishment shows Payas has the respect of
Persons statewide- in Florida's educational system. That
factor alone is im_portant in helping to obtain programs UCF
.needs.
Payas· hard work anc.! dedication is an asset to our Student
Government and our university. He puts in much hard work
and time that he could be spending on himself. . · Naple withheld by request

Letter. Polley

Future could use student input

Lettet to the editor must be delivered. to the Future by 3 ·

p.m. on the Monday prior to publication to be considered

Readers:
As we finish our first quarter w.ith most of yo.u,
for the issue. Letters must bear the writer's signature and
we would like to thank you for your interest and · ·
phone number. Names will'be withheld upon request. The
' readership in ot.ir newspaper.
Future reserves the right to edit letters.
'
I We like to use fall quart~r as a tim: to see what
Mailing address: P.O. Box 25000, Orlando, Florida 32816.
things our readers would like to seem our paper
Editorial office phone: 275-2601. Business office phone:
.
·and
to try to meet these needs. It is the first time
275-2865.
some our staffers have worked for the Future and
This_~gc documenbv_a_s_mmmtlm~ .3tJ\Unnu.al cost.Q(
has therefore been a period 0f _a djustment for
$78.,893 or 6.7 cents oer coov to infoJ'!ll the university
them. Undoubtedly, some changes will be made
commu~ity. Annual advertising revenue of $56,893..
at the beginning of next quarter to help meet
defray 72 percent of the annual cost. The Future is
these needs so we can put out a better paper for
funded through the Activity and Service Fee as allocated oy
the l student govemment of the University of Cen.1!~
Flotida.
·

Fulurfl Dean:;-';'~ Gugel
University of
Central Florida

B11 ines Ma11agpr

Debra L. Schwab

I

Editorial Staff

Barbara Co well. associatP editor; Paul Taylor. entprtainm ent editor; Laura Hoffman , spm·ts Pditor; DavP
Du nlop, photo chiPf Jim A m ps, Carol A rn old. KPlliP
Bu;d,,tte, Vi11<·ml Chn·Ps. Kath l<~<'ll Foro~da. Brian
- 1.aP<'tPr, I' r<'a LPP. Uo ug Marks, LJavP Mi trhPll, John
Mondy, Kim ReadP . Lauryn Smith, Diane Tay lor.

Business Staff

J"1rmaging Editc>r

Mary.Wilson

you.
But we believe a n~wspaper-like the riews we
cover-should always be changing to fit its circumstances. In order to know what you want to
read, we need to hear from the students. If there is
some aspect of UCF that you think should be
covered and we haven't covered it recently, give ·
us a call. We don't know everything that goes on
here and would appreciate your input. We can
make changes anytime during the year.
Deanna M. Gugel
Editor-in-chief

. Gretel l\.lr\ia11 ey, prndrirtion managn·; Richard Dolder,
prnduction assistant; Tim Bird. S11sa11 Maurer. Jim
Ro::·i<'r, lark S1111dloff. Dina h Thompki11s. lva11 TraiJa/.

Th<' FutllrP is published WePkly, fall, winter and ming.
and biwPPkly in the summer at the Unii;P1-sity of Central
Florida. It is u:rittrn and editPd by studmts of thP Unir:r>r.;ity
with offices in th<> A1t Complex on Libra Drlt:<>.
Opinim1s ·PXpre..~.wd in thP Future arp those of th<' <
'dit rrr or
the wr·it<'r of tlw articlP, and not nN'Pssarily tho.~e of the
Bnard of P11hlications, Unieersity AdminilitraHon. or Board
nfR<'gr'71/s.
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Sociology honor students interview
outspoken priest on church reform

by Kathleen Foronda
staff writer

Sex ua lity the orda inm ent of wo men
in the Ca tholi c Church a nd ca p ita l
pun ishment,
were
so me
topi cs
d iscussed between controvers ia l fi gure
Andrew M. G reeley a nd UCF honor
studen ts, M ichele Burke a nd Brenda
Spence r.
Burke a nd Spence r condu c.ted the inte rview d uring a nation a l convention
of the Ameri ca n Sociology Association
H on ors P rogra m of Sociol ogy . A select
n11mhPr of students in the country ~e.!:_e

B.renda Spencer

c hosen to hea r lea din g p.syc ho log ists a nd soc iologists during· a one week
pe riod a t H a r va rd Uni ve rsit v last
August.
·
According to Spence r, Greelev holds
a docto ra te degree in so ciologv. a nd is
a lso a diocesa n p ri est . Sp en ~e r sa id
Greeley felt no conflicts between his
rol es of schol a r a nd priest.
BURKE SAID G reelev indi ca ted he
would suppo rt birth co~trol a nrl th a t
Ca tholi c
Church
should
the
reeva luate its idea ls on sex a nd birth
co ntrol. G reeley stressed a need for a
mo re democ ra ti c a pp roac h to th e
p recepts of th e Ca tho li c Church, condonin g such p ro posed refor ms as the
election of bishops, she sa id .
Greeley told Burke a nd Spence r he is
in favo r of th e ord a inm ent of wo me n
a nd tha t women shoul d be open· to all
a reas of ministry accord ing to Burke. ·
In rega rds to the .issue· of ca pita l
punishm ent, Burke sa id G reeley is
undec ided beca use he is not sure it is a
deterrent to crime. She emph asized a
need for more studi es on its effect. " In
genera l, he believed in life. "
Greel ey's shyness and qui et m a nner
is a surprising contra st to his sharp,
sardonic writings, sa id Spencer. The
author of over 60 books and eclectic

w ritin gs, GrcC'l cy has a reputation for
"cha ll engi ng th r Catholic: C hur ch,"
sa id Spen<:<:'r . " It doesn ' t m a ttN w ho
vou a rr . He docs not mince words and
hr do('s na me na mrs," notr d SpencN.
BOTH CATHOLICS themselves,
burke a nd Spencer agrec.•d Gr ee k~1 's
con victions a rr not so much a threat ,
but more of a cha llen ge. Sa id Sp('n<:er ,
" WC' qu estion a I.so ."
Besides th e honors progra m , Spencer
has been nomin a ted as a ca ndid a te for
the D a nforth Scho la rship Awa rds, and
Burk has been vo ted to serve on th e
W inter Pa rk Menta l Hea lth Boa rd.
Spence r sa id th e UCF sr rrenin g com
mi tt e fo r th e Dan forth awa rds looked
for poss ib le rec ip ients who had stron g
comm ittments toward teaching . . As
many as 10,000 stud ents appl y
nat ionall y th rough u ni vers it~' recomm end a ti ons and a bout 55 to 60 $4,000
sc ho la rships fo r g ra du a te studi es a re
qw a rded , sa id Spen ce r.
"I THINK they w ere impressed w ith
my va ri ed bac kground," sa id Spencer.
Spence r is majoring in soc iol ogy a nd
socia l work , minoring in m ath a nd
sta tisti cs and has been tutoring for two
yea rs.
According to Burke, her responsibility as a hoard m ember is to

. Gaming~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~m~~3
decisions along the wa y.
OTHER COMMON games deal with relationships and
communication problems. "9hetto," according to Dr .
"Body
Kysilka, "Deals with bla'ck/white relationships.
Language" is .a g~'?e_ which helps kids and adults to corn-

municate with each other," said Kysilka.
"Simulations, the highest form of gaming makes one less
likely to make mistakes in life. Garnes are no differ·e nt than
teaching with lectures or films. It only depends on what best
fits ," said gaming course professor Sullivan .
. --- - - - - - - - - - ·- -
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Fem Park Depot
- ,_..
E. Colonial Depot
140 Femwood Blvd.
5101 E. Colonial Dr.
Fem Park, Florida 32730
Orlando, Florida 32807
(305)830·0100
17.92 and 436 next to Jal-Alal

Bu y one dinner at Reg. Price
and get 2nd dinner !equal or lesser val.)

KILROY STATION
FIRST CLASS PACKAGE
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1 mile east of Fashion Square .
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for the Best in
LATE NIGHT DISCO
Sun-Ladies Nite
Mon-2 for 1 Nite
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Wed-2 for 1 Nite
. Th~rs...;. Trivia Nite
(Free ~rizes)

Michele Burke
represent th e vo uth of th e communitv.
Sta rti ng in f a nu a rv, Burke sa id her
wo rk w ill br dirr.eted towa rd - such
a reas as tern a lcoholism , sui cide, a nd
fa rn il y thera py. "I've ha d ex perien ce
wo rking w ith ju ven il e de linquents a t
Robe rt E. Lee Junior Hi g h a nd a m
fam ili a r yv ith thera peuti c intervention ," sa id Burke. Nomi1wes from
UCF and RolliL1s we re intervi ew ed for
their maturit. and insights, sa id Burke.
Burke and Spencer are also members
of varfrrns honor societies, inrluding ·
Alph a Kappa Delta and the International Sociological Scientes Hon~r
Societv.
Both have earned high grade point
avl'. rages and have disproved the unfavorable preconceptions of "the high
school drop-out." Spencer dropped
out for six ve.a rs to homestead with her
family in . British Columbia.
Said
Burke 'of her leaving high schpol, "I
couldn't get up in the morning. I'm a
night person ."

Reflect upon your blessings, of
which every man has many, not
on" :your past misfortunes, of
which all men have some ... Our
life. on it, but your Christmas
shall be merry .and your New
Year a .happy one! So may the
New Year be a happy one to you,
happy to many more whose h~p
piness depends on you! So may
each year be happier than last,
and not the meanest of our
brethren or sisterhood debarred
their rightful share in what our
Creator. formed for them to enjoy.
CHARLES DICKENS

Pedorma
death-defying
act.
Stop smowai,

ANGELINA'S
SUB SHOP

UNIVERSAL PICTURES and COLUMBIA PICTURES Presenl

DAN AYKROYD ·Nm Bf ATTY ·JOAN BHU~HI ·lORRAINf GARY· MURRAY HAMlllON ·CHRISlOPHf RlH
. TIM MATHf SON· lOSHIRO .Mlf UNf · WARRfN OAH~ ·ROBf RT STACK· lRfAl WllllAMS
in An A·Team Produchon ol ASTEVcN SPIELBERG
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NANCYAll(N · WOif OHlfN · BOBBY OiCICCO · OIANNf KAY · WM PICKm ·WfNOl(JO mRBfR · llONH STANOfR 011eclo-olPholography W1LLIAM AFRM\ER.ASC ·Screenplay by ROBERT ZEMECKIS&BOBGALE
Slory by ROBERT ZEMECKIS &BOB GALE and JOHNMILIUS · Music by JOHN WILLIAMS.· Producedby BUZZ ff lfSHANS · hecul~ Producer JOHN MILIUS · 01recled by STEVEN SmLBERG ' "... '"•
-~

Best Northern Style
Subs & Chef Salad
ACROSS FROM FTU
PH. 277-.3350
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contributing writers

During the 10 years of the sevent.ies, ,, the decade gave to me-an Ayatollah
Khomeini.
During the 10 years of_ the seventies, the decade gave to me-two Israeli wars ...

During the 10 years of the seventies, the decade gave to me-Three Mile Island .
seeping .. .
1'uring the 10 years of the seventies, the decade gave to ine-four disbanding ·
. Beatles ...
During the 10 years of the seventies, the decade -~nded for

me~Five

years of Nixon ...

During the 10 yea ts of the seventies, the decade gaye to me-six defecting
Russians .. .
During the 10 years of the seventies, the decade gave ro me-seven gold swimming
medals.. .
·
·
During the 10 years of the ·seventies, the decade gave to me-eight cents to the
dollar ...
During the ~ 0 years of the seventies, the 'd ecade gave to me-nine Hare Krishnas .. .
During the 'l 0 years of the seventies, the decade gave to me-10-ton Skylab
falling .. .
During the 10 years of the sevent ies, the decade gave to me- 11 Elvis mimics ...
During the 10 years of the seventies, the.decade gave to me-12-inch disco records,
11 Elv is m imies, 10-ton skylab falling, nine Hare Krishnas, eight cents to the
dollar, seven gold medals, six defecting Russians, five years of Nixon, four disbanding Beatles, Three Mile Island seeping, two Israeli wars, and an Ayatollah Khomein_i.

BOURBON STREET CAFE

Southern .PhOto.
.Photo Sup.p lies'

.

Live Entertainment

~Camera~ . • Strb~~s ~ - J?rames .-.·Matt~ '

OPEN FOR LUNCH
11-2 pmM-F

·P ortraits
Weddings•
Passports &. ti>.'s.
" ..- .- . - .

.,

·sTtJDE.NT
QISC9UNT$.
•

:

.

Oi>en: Mon-Sat 9-6 3184 E. Colonial·
· · : ~Herndon ~laza '
_Fri --till~ ·
.,Sunday t~s .. .
. :8~(;_-t-7i4 ~
•

•

~

...

..

•

.

• • ,,._

HAPPY HOUR
4-7 Mon-Fri
2 for 1 Drinks

WED&SUN
Ladies Night
5¢ Draft

7 45.Bennet Rd.
1 Blocl( off HWY 50

898-2241

!.

I am thinking of you today
because it is Christmas, and I
And ,
wish
you happiness.
tomorrow, because it will be the
day after Christmas, I shall still ·
wish you happiness. I may not
be able to tell you about it every
day, because I may be far away
or ;we may be very busy. But
that makes no · difference-my
thoughts and my wishes will be
w ith you just the same.
W hatev er joy or success comes
to you will make me glad. Clear
through the year ... I wish you the ·
Spirit of Christmas.

HENRY VAN DYKE

WE ARE NOW BUYING

Coins - Stamps - Gof d Silver - Jewelry - Paper
Money - Class Rings
. $ _immediate cash $
ORLANDO COINS & STAMPS
9804 East Colonial Drive ·
Unfon Park, F:lorida
PHONE 275-7300

\

Visa/MasterCharge Accep.ted
Also Lay-A-Way ·
WE Have ~ good supply of Coin and
Stamp Supples.
Variety of ·COLLtCTOR

THE .JOURNEY BEGINS FRIDAY DECEMBER 7, 1979

PLATES

OPEN 10:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m.
SEVEN DAYS A WEEK!

SEMINOLE

339-7222

CASSELBERRY

MIDNIGHT SHOWS FRIDAY & SATURDAY
SHOWTIMES: 11:30-2:05·4:40·7:20·9:45

~~·~::~:.~N:!~.~~Es~g:::sA~L TIMES_,,
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Me9'1bers of new fraternitY make 6eautiful music
by Kellie Burdette

were inducted in Gainesvill e by the Gainesville chapter and national executive
.director on Nov. ' I I.
This noteworthy fraternity lists 24 Sinphonians, seven of which are faculty , ins6unds like there's a new fraternity on campus.
cluding adviser Dr. Burt Szabo . "Phi Mu Alpha , with its 257 active c.hapters ,
The Mu Ha chapter of Phi Mu Alpha Sinphonia Fraternity of America, Inc., a
could be the largest music fraternity in the nation," Vickrey said.
national professional music fraternity; was chartered Nov. I I at UCF.
One of Phi Mu Alpha's planned activities include judging and sponsoring a
Fraternity President Mark, Vickrey said, "I transferred to UCF from Ap- .
composition contest statewide. "The winner will get a premiere performance
palachian State University in Boone, N.C. They have a large chapter there. I felt
during the Contemporary Music Festival next fall quarter," remarked Vickrey.
something along this line would be valuable here." Last winter, Vickrey formed a
"We'll be offering a $400 to $500 scholarship to an incoming freshman music
group called Pro Arte, literally, "for the arts," on campus.
·
student. The student will be screened and auditioned, and the scholarship money
"We Wro Arte) ushered for Florida Symphony last year and helped the
will be provided by donations from our performances," Vickrey explained.
M~_icologica_l Society,': said Vi~k"!'ey. "I need IS men in order to take steps to
Phi Mu Alpha will give at least one recital at UCF per quarter, according to
form a l~cf!I chapter of. Phi M~ Alpha'.'
·
Vickrey
. "We also plan to do recitals at various schools in the community and
A
petition
was
submitted
in
.August,
and
charter
members
(called
Sinphonians)
•
other places."
'
. Vickrey, a history major, said majoring in music is not a requirement in order to
join the fraternity. "But," he explained, "a student m~st have a 3.0 grade point ·
average in . his major field of study, a 2.8 overall grade point average .a nd mus.t
have some dealings with music."
Vickrey said, "I think this will add a lot to the school and the department . Phi
Tau Kappa Epsilon was named 1979
Chris Carlson were selected as the Mu Alpha will .give people some ways to vent their creative musical energies."
Fraternity of the Year at this year's
1979 Sportsmen of ·the Y ~ar in the
jT hose who wish to join ~ay contact Mark Vickrey at 275-6947.
annual
Interfraternity
Council
fraternity system , while awards were
Banquet, which was held Nov. 29 at
given to fraternities who placed first in
the Howard Johnson's on SR SO .
each of the intramural sports during
the year.
This award is given each year to the
Lambda Chi Alpha won the 1979 The Future w0 ..!ld like to correct an en:or appearing in the article ~'Health Services
fraternity which shows the most
Dena's
Leadership Award for the'ir Provide Birth Control, VD Counseling," Nov : 30 issue. Though the health center
quality activity_ on UCF's campus
during the past year. Judges base their
leadership positions on UCF's campus. may provide p~lliati~e or symptomatic treatment for Herpes II, it is unable to cure
selection on scholarship, spirit, acThey also took the !'979 ·Fraternity the disease. This strain of VD 1s not presently widespread on campus, but according to health center director Dr.
StOner, 'the ·potential ~f it hecoming
Scholarship Award.
tivities, leadership, community service,
widespread
is
reat
"
athletics, and internal growth.
The IFC Banquet is held annually to
honor the outstanding mambers and
groups in the fraternity system at UCF
' and to allow the Creek men to honor
• one another .
Wendel I French, a sopomore µlemYou can't ask for better
After comm1ss1onmg, your
ber of Kappa Sigma, was named · the
navigator training than you can
top-notch training will continue
get from fhe United States Air
at Mather Air Force Base near
1979 Creek Man of the Year at the
F.orce. And you can't be better
Sacramento, where Air Force
Banquet. The Greek man is selected by
prepared to chart your own
navigators are trained in the
I members Of each Of the fraternities.
course for the future than
ultra-modern T-43 jet aircraft.
Most Improved Fraternity of -the
through Air Force ROTC.
Following 33 weeks of intenIf you're a young person who
Year went to Sigma Alpha Epsilon.
sive training, you'll be awarded
can qualify for navigator trainthe silver wings of an Air Force
This award goes to that group which
ing, you've got a good start. You
navigator. From tl:iere on, the
shows the most marked improvement
can also compete for a scholarsky's the limit.
over their accomplishments during the
ship that will provide financial ,
Find out about AFROTC and
past year.
assistance while you work on
the naviga~or program. Chart a
your degree.
secure future for yours~lf.
SAE's Jamie 'Boorde and TKE's
1~.aff writer

TKE takes Fraternity of Year

·- ----Error------E: ·w.

CHART YOUR OWN COURSE

Football -----'-- - -

. ..

f~om

page _I

"We paid $6,000 for a practice field
sprinkler sxstem," he said. 'With the
help of J.C.- Hicks a~d-hi~~~ew -from .
the Physical Plant building, we laid in
the system and covered it with sod
donated by a Melbourne firm. "
The athletic director said it took
many hours of hard work, but enthusiasm tu;ned a sandlot into a
pro'J)er ballfield. The field is .located just
southwest of the new tenn is courts.
The Knights had no locker rqoms for.
practice this season, and w ill not have
any next yea r or in the foreseeab le
future. "We _may never have the
.c apability," said O'Leary. "We need a
secure funding base for expansion . A
successful first year or first few years
can't give us that," he expla ined.
He pointed out that UCF's Division
III .plays football for fun and school
spi rit. "Costs go out of sight in Division
II," he sa id. "We wou ld have to recruit
players with . scholarships-at l ~ast
$200,000 worth-and have a larger,
pa id coaching staff and expanded
practice facilities including lo cker
rooms and offices." He added th e team
would have to fl y to far-away ga mes,
" instead of renting Greyhounds for the
players and borrowing a Winnebago
for the coa che;;."
"We have -no plans fpr expansion
next year," commented the athletic
direct.o r. "The budget will be about the
same, depending on student and community support, with volunteer
coaches and chartered buses."
He said this would enabl e them to
keep ti cket prices the same-$2 for
students-and keep UCF football a
hometown enterprise.
"That is our strength," he said.
"Most of our pl ayers come from local
hi gh schools. Coach Jc:>nas played with
th e
Orlando
Panthers.
Local
')Usin ssment don ated funds. Students,
faculty , and area residents supporte<l
th tea.m at the gate and in the stands."

For more Information contact
Professor of Aerospace Studies
General Classroom Bulldlng, Room 310

Phone: 275-2264

BO·T C
Gateway to a great way of life.

Yes, two . Because Maxell
gives you a choice of prem iu m
cassettes . To match the
·
copobilites of your cassette
deck.

UD-Xll is designed for the

lowestdistortionofony das;ette , ) .
using normal bias and
equalization.

UD·XL II gives you the extra
benefit of reduced background
noise when you switch your

every time.

maxel 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111.1111111111111111111111111111u11111111
Maxe ll Corporation of America 60 Oxford Onve. Moonachie NJ 07074

Listen to you, Maxell Dealer, for sound results.

_S ights and Sounds·
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urniture appears on stage
by Marti Franklin
contributing wrHer

For those who remember "Mary Hartman,
Mary Hartman" and "America 2 Night" a
special treat is coming to town. Martin Mull will
appear in concert Dec. 9 at 8 p.m. at tile Bob
Carr Municipal Auditorium.
Mull made his first acting appearance as Garth
Gimble-a wife beater-on "Mary Hartman,
Mary Hartman."
"I was not too close to his character. I was
afraid that people _w ho knew me as a comedian
might think I considered that funny , and so the
way -I played that was to play as big a jerk as
possible so no one would ever try to model themselves after him," related Mull in a recent
.telephone conversation.
MULL LEFT the series when the character of
Garth was killed, but later came back to the show
as Garth's twin brother, Barth.
"I didn't want to leave the show because it was
so much fun but I had contract problems, so I had
to be killed, which is what happens .on soaps. I
begged· Norman Lear, and we finally solved the
contract problems .and created Barth, who was
also a jerk but harmless. And I felt much cf oser
·
·
·
to him," said Mi.ill.
"I liked the series because it dealt with real subjects and real people, and it was adventuresome
in that way. I liked breaking down walls.
Another that I liked was that there was a sense
of family on the set." said Mull.
MULL IS AN actor, singer, guitarist and
comedian, who has appeared as guest host for
"Johnny Carson" and in the role of the lovemachine disc jockey in "FM." Although he has a
master's degree in painting and was trained in
graphic design, Mull has been heavily involved in
the recording industry, first as producer for a
Boston recording studio and then as a songwriter
for Warner Brothers. He has to his credit a mostnoted single "A Girl Named Johnny Cash" (in answer to "A Boy Named Sue") and several albums:
"Martin Mull," "Martin i Mull & His Fabulous
Furniture in Your Living Room," "Normal,"

"Days of Wine and Neuroses" and "Near Per'fect
/Perfect," (which was a live concert with a full
orchestra).
Probably his most noted album, however, is
"Sex and Violins," nominated for a Grammy. It
contains such songs as "Desert Classic," and "I
Haven't the Vegas Idea." The album features,
according to .Mull, mostly songs about love, carnal and otherwise, and tons of violins.
"I wanted to do an album that sounded almost
like a movie soundtrack. Frank Duvall, one of
the most famous conductors and movie score
people in Hollywood, did all the arrangements
for the album," sa id Mull.
MULL IS also featured in two upcoming films ,
expected to _be released this spring . . In "The
Serial, " a Paramount production, Mull plays his
first lea9 role as Harvey Holroyd, a Wells Fargo
bank executive who has difficulty fitting in with
the avant guard _s ociety of Marin County, a part
of San Francisco. Mull stars in this comedy with
Tuesday Weld, Tommy Smothers, Bill Macy,
Sally Kellerman and Peters Bonners.
His second film is a serious film entitled "My
Bodyguard," deals with the problems of the
Chicag·o school system. Mull stars as the father of
the lead, played by Chris Makepeace, who
starred in "Meatballs." Ruth Gordon and John
Houseman also appear in the film.
"My
Bodyguard" is directed by T<;my Bill, who is
noted for his work in "The Sting."
A third film, "Religion," also is in the works.
That film, a Universal release, to be directed by
Norman Lear, will star Mull and Fred Willard,
remembered from "America 2 Night."
Sunday night's audience· at the Bob Carr can
expect to see Mull in his easy-chair-;n-the-livingroom character, entertaining with lots of crazy
talk and crazy music. Mull will play guitar and
will bt> accompanied by Ed Wise on piano.
Tickets for the concert are $7.50 and $8.50, all
seats reserved. Advance tickets are available at
the Bob Carr Auditorium and area ticket
locations. For more information call (305) 8492363.

.,,

Martin Mull

Foreigner promotes
~. 'Head Games' album
Foreigner and Blackfoot will . appear at the lakeland
civic C~nter Dec. l 5.
Foreigner will be R_romot1ng their new "Head Games"
album,· with songs like the title cut and "Dirty White Boy."
Other songs from their past two albums, "Double Vision"
and their first album "Foreigner," will also highlight the
show.
Blackfoot, a Jacksonville band, will back up Foreigner.
Blackfoot has released two albums; "Blackfoot" and "Blackfoot Strikes."

Dogpatch hurdor highlights dinner theater play
by Joe Kilsheimer
contributing writer

Shucks y'all, let's go fishin' and forget about this
here review.
No that wouldn't be the right thing to do, but it
probably sums up L'il Abners views when it comes to
work.
(Personally, I think L'il Abner has some good
views.)
But now down to business.
L'il Abner is, of course, the latest production put on
by the folks at Once Upon a Stage in College Park. it
is a fine performance, and combined with the first- ·
class atmosphere thf' dinner theater is famous for, the

Daisy (Ann Pressler) catches L'il Abner
_ (Patrick McGuire) at Once Upon A Stage in
College Park.

evening is very worthwhile.
THE SHOW IS pure entertainment and almost
_devoid of the satirical social comment that Al Capp,
L'il Abner's creator was famous for. But no matter, a
laugh is a laugh .
The show revolves around L'il Abner, well-played
by ·P atrick McGuire, and his perennial suitress, Daisy
Mae. Abner, a handsome, strapping·young man (the
result of a daily dose of Mammy Yokum's Yokumberry Tonic) has been the apple of Daisy's eye for
many years now.
And as Sadie Hawkins Day approaches, Daisy
again schemes to snare the reluctant' Abner into the
throes of matrimony.
BUT AS THE citizens of Dogpatch begin making
preparations, they learn that their hometown senator,
the honorable(?) Jack S. Phogbound has struck a deal
with the government to make their town the next
atomic testing ground. Dogpatch is the logical
choice, according to Phogbound, since it is the most
utterly unimportant place in the United States.
But the bomb would put an end to Sadie Hawkins
Dav , and if that happened, Daisy Mac woui"d be
claimed by another man-the burly Earthquake
McGoon.
"Save Dogpatch!" the citizens cry.
"BUT ONLY IF you have something worthwhile
that would give the town a reason for existing," says
the government man.
Well, isn't Abner so strong and so handsome
because of Yokumberry Tonic?
Yes, that's it, and Dor.patch is saved.
Yahoo.
But that is not the end of the story. If Yokumberry
Tonic can do that for Abner, why · can't it do it for
every body else? Of course, it has to be studied, the
government man decides.
WELL, THAT sparks another tizzy because Abner
has to go to Wa~hington D.C. as part of their study.
Will Daisy Mae get Abner back? Will Daisy have to
marry Earthquake McGoon?
Buy a ticket and find out yourself. It is worth it.
Daisy, played by Ann Pressler, and Abner are supnortcd by an energetic and enthusiastic cast. They all
sing well, and the choreography makes the best use of

a small stage.
The well-designed and colorful stage looks like it
was lifted out of the Sunday comic page.
And if nothin else, go see it for Stupefyin' Jones.
The girl deserv"!s a poster at the very least.
Once Upon a Stage tickets can be purchased at
Centralized Services in- the Village Center for a
discounted price of $12 .

Troupe presents
'Nutcracker'
by Kim Reade
staff writer

The Ballet Royal and the Florida Symphony Or- ·
chestra will present "The Nutcracker" by Tchaikovsky Dec. 8.
"The Nutcracker" is a timeless story that recreates
a 19th century Russian Christmas Eve with the
Sugar-Plum Fairy, the Snow Prince, the Nutcracker,
and all of the enchanting characters from Clara's
dream.
Two accompanied dancers will star as the
Sugar-Plum Fairy and her Cavalier. Denise jackson
and Gregory Huffman are prominent members of the
· prestegious Joffery Ballet hased in New York City.
Jackson is a native New Yorker who received the
majority of her dance training at the Joffery School.
Huffman is from Orange City. He studied dance at
the Royal School and was a Ballet Royal member
before making tlie move to New York. Huffman
holds the distinction of having danced Ballet Royal's
first Nutcracker Cavalier 14 years ago.
The Joffery is a company of-45 dancers adh rring
to a "no-star" policy. According to Huffman, "If
you are..ready for a role, you get it, although senoirity
counts.
"The Nutcracker" ~ill be presented at 2 and 8 p.m.
at Bob Carr Auditorium. Tickets are: $3, $4, and
$Sfor the matinee and $5, $6, and $7 for the evening
performances.
They can be purchased,,. at the Bob Carr
Auditorium, Altamonte Mall, Colonia Plaza, Fashion
Square and Streep's.

..
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UCF student finds reward irl performing
by Paul Taylor

fott, Al Stewart, Harry Chapin and
othNs. He also plays Beatie tunes,_ a
"Working for, the ··audience. is ·the
50's medley and many folk favorites.
re~ard of performing," according to
"Foo lish Games" and "Ode to You"
Todd Sundeen. The junior fiIJ~nce
are two of the songs Sundeen has writmajor works for the audience Thursten and performs.
day nights jn the Orange Quarter,
Sundeen's personal involvcnwnt
downtown Orlando.
with the songs is shown in his intN. In these days of two-digit con9ert
pretations of what he feels the writer
tickets, it i~ a pleasure to attend a live
was attempting to communicate.
performance where the only price is
·Since
beginning
his
owP.
for what is ordered.
The Orange
songwriting, he says he has passed
Quarter offers a varied menu from
through three stages. The first was
which one may order or just enjoy
very emotional songs; then he m~ved
read ing during the .breaks in enterto more technical emphasis and now
tainment.
he relaxes and lets the writing flow.
He says he would like to get into
Sundeen moved to Florida from
recording and publishing.
"Th('
Minneapolis, Minn. three years ago.
. 1 He began
his care~r playing the
lounge curcuit is a transient life, it is a
.,,ukulele, but now plays six-and twelve- ·constant search for the next place to
play," he commented.
string guitars. His repertoire contains
, Sundeen· said he's never had a ~'true
several popular songs by Jimmy BufEntertalnmentEdltor

idol" in thr music business. That is
rC'fledc'd by his uniqm• style and ability
to play a wiclr range of songs.
'Small rewards make performing
worthwhile. If [ can start one person
tapping thrir foot during my i)rrformancC', it has accomplished thC' purposr." Sundeen said.
"Music is

somrthing to he shared, it is my offering to the Iistener."
Though the record companies and
concrrt promoters haven't started to
recognize~
Sundeen's entertainment
valw-, thr lounge and club crowd are
tappiT)g their feet and clapping their
hands in appreciation.

JackSonville sPawn•
southern rock bands

Their fir~t album, "Molly Hatchet,"
can only be"described as phenomenal.
The hard-driving tunes of "Dreams I'll
Never See," and "The Creeper" give
Jacksonville seems to have a
the listener a faint glimpse of why in
mystical ability to "create" southern
the album credits Skynyrd is thanked
rock bands.
for their help. The style of Hatchet i ~
The Allman Brothers played their
definitely southern rock, yet it is diffirst jam in 1969 at the Jacksoriville
ferent, new-a taste of bigger and betPark. Others include the immortal
ter things to come.
Lynyrd Skynyrd, Grinderswitch, .38
Hatchet's second album "Flirtin'
Special and Mo11y Hatchet.
With
Disaster" was long in the
Molly Hatchet's obscure beginnings
on the southern roadhouse bar and - making, but it was worth it.
The· title cut, "Flirtin' with
ch.,1.b circuit has progressed to playing
Disaster" is a foreshadowing of the
ta sell-out crowds all over the world.
·m ood of the entire album , steady rock
Center stage is held down by .drummer Bruce Crump, while guitarists · and roli with th<3:t razor-like Hatchet
Duane Roland and bassist Banner touch.
The album shipped over . 250 ,000
Thomas help Crump keep the nowcopies before its release and was expecfam9us Hatchet beat strong. Dave
ted to have been gold .( 500,000) by
Hlubek and Steve Holland take care of
The first album has sold
November.
the lead guitars with dominating solo's
o.ver 600,000-and is still going strong.
and ear splitting riffs. Dariny Joe
Molly H.atchet will be in Lakeland
Brown adds superb vocals. Apart they
Dec. 3 l for their "annual" New 'Year's
are great musicians. Together they
Eve party with the Outlaws.
make M~lly Hatchet.

by Steve Jones

contributing writer

•

Todd Sundeen

Get the Jump on Christmas ~~inale" with
aoart-time oosilion at Di~neu.
As a part-time Disney cast member,
you can convert your weekends and
holidays into extra ~hristmas cash.
You'll earn a higher- than average
starting wage. And the warmth and
wonder of the Magic Kingdom dur.ing the holidays is a built-in bonus
you'll truly appreciate. So get the
jump on Christmas "jingle" with a
part-time position in one of the
following areas:

Food • Custodial • Merchandise •
Operations • Entertainment
A number of permanent full-time
positions are also available in a variety of job descriptions.
To reach the Walt Disney World Employment Office, exit Interstate 4 at
the Lake Buena Vista/535 exit. Go
north eight miles, then follow the
signs to the Casting Building .
Open g· a.m. to ~e p.m .
Monday-Friday/9 a.m.
to 4 p.m. Saturday.
an equal opportunity employer
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Sci - ti creatures appear
big-as-lite in UCF class
by Barbara Cowell
associate editor

The glasses may not he the ne~t rage on campus, but 3-D films may be making
a comeback.
Showing 3-D films in clas~ is the brainchild of Dr. Lawrence Tanzi. During
fall quarter, the students viewed "Tht• Creature from the .Black Lagoon" in Tanzi's
Science Fiction Literature class. "Seeing 3- D films in class is I ike frosting on the
cake," Tanzi said. "The films are fun for the students to see and are a fringe
benefit of the class."
Glasses worn for th~ movie are more tharf unflattering. "They're a pain and can
cause headaches. If 3- D films are to make a comeback, they'll have to dispense
with the glasses," Tanzi said.
Offered by the English Department, the class is totally an enrichment course according to Tanzi. "It's supposed to be a fun class, too," he said. "I hand out my
own evaluation forms to see how the students _are enjoying it."
"This is not a literature course," Tanzi said. "Science fiction doesn't ~old up to
literature. The whole course is facetiously entitled "Sci-fi's Greatest Hits."
Three-D films enjoyed a short-lived popularity in the early l 9SO's. According to Tanzi, the film studios weren't quite sure what to do with them. "They
didn't know if they were gizmos or a'precursor to the future," he said. "They were
viewed as suspiciously as the early talkies."
·
The death of 3-D came for three basic reasons, Tanzi said. "The glasses are
uncomfortable: Also, a 3-D film was never made that had legitimacy. The first
fulf length 3-D film was the 'House of Wax,' a horror picture."
"Unfortunately," ·Tanzi continued, "Bwana Devil" was a cheapie made quickly
that beat 'House of Wax' to the punch,'' and reached the theaters f~rst.
Tanzi added, "The biggest blow to 3-D was the invention of Cinemascope
(wide-screen). Making of 'The Robe' deflected attention away from 3-D. If
Cinemascope· hadn't come along, 3-D may have been perfected."
Next quarter, Tanzi hopes to show "It Came from Outer Space." The class is
numbered Lit 3443 and may be found mistakenly under Army ROTC course
listings in winter quarter schedules.

•

a new outlook in science fiction film class.
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We would like to Congratulate
all award winners at the
l.F.C. Banquet. Also a special
congratulation to Tau Kappa
Epsilon, Chapter of the Year.
Fraternally,

The Brothers of
Pi Kappa Alpha

w .hat
Do You

Want·
From·

For all you gorgeous, young ladies to get yourselffs 1..-olved with UCF Baseball!
The ICnlghfs need your help. For 111or~ information eontaet Hillary at 275-4191
or Karen at 67t-66SO.
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College?
Adventure?
Add It To Your Schedule.
Try rappelling ... descending
a precipice by a rope and the
seat of your pants. The fast· ·
est way down. Except for free
fall.
Rappelling is one part of a
challenging academic and
extracurricular program of·
fered by Army ROTC.
Army ROTC teaches.pro·
fessionally oriented students
to lead people and to direct
equipment to achieve specific objectives as an Active
or Reserve Officer.
If you're looking for the .
challenge of leadership, in
college and afterwards,. look
into Army ROTC.

THE . FOTUR~
STl\rt.1
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ARMY ROTC
LEARN WHAT
ITT AKES TO LEAD

CPTH~:NADAY
DENNIS CRAWFO~D
275-2430
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-~Men'~ basketball opens season with big victory
- --

. Torchy Clark's Knights pulled off one of UCF'a biggest victories _in years,
opening the 1979-1980 season wth the highly talented squad upsetting Division I
basketball strength, Furman College 84- 77 Saturday night.
The b,iggest story of the game was the superb play of Rubin Cotton, a 6' 1" transfer from Brevard Community College. Cotton stifled 6'8" Jonathan Moore, Fur- man's all-American candidate. Cotton out-rebounded his taller opponent 19-6,
poured in 16 points and dealt four assists in his first game as a Knight.
Bo Clark, the nation's leading collegiate scorer in his last season with a 31.6
average, was on par, firing in 31 points to lead all the scorers. Clark connected on
15 of 2 l shots from the floor as the Knights shot 76.2 percent from the field in the
second half.
The underdog Knights led at halftime by a score of 44-37, as UCF opened leads
as great as 13 behind the shooting of Clark. Cotton held the 6'8" Moore to only
seven points in the opening half.
_
In the second haH, Furman closed the UCF lead to one with a 74
In the second half, Furman closed th e UCF lead to one with a 74-73 score. The
Knights playmaker, Gerald Jones, played spoiler for Furman as the Chattanooga,
Tennessee product drove his way for fi ve crucial points to give UCF the breathing
room needed to secure the impressive v ictory. Jones tallied 16 points on the
ballgame.
The Knights returned to Orlando to host Florida Memorial College Tuesday
night and cruis . i to victory, 1 16-70.
UCF made things look easy , as Torchy Clark used his bench freely. The Knights
rolled behind the scoring of Bo clark's 33 points and Rubin Cotton's 25.
The stingy Knight defense dominated play as Coach Clark's patented full -court
pressure was a problem Memorial couldn' t solve. UCF's ball-hawking forced
numerous erraut Lion passes. UCF coasted to a 59-32 halftime lead.
UCF carrfes its 2-0 reco.r d into a match-up with undefeated Xavier University in.
N~w Orl~ans Saturday night.
·
·

Lady Knights host
National Tournament
University (7), and Northern Colorado

by Patti Linzy

. (8).

freelance writer

~

· ·--=

UCF's Bo Clark sends another .ball through the hoop in the game
against Forida Memorial, in which the Knights won 116- 70. Clark
.-was the leadin scorer of the ame wt~~.u.omt~

.1 -

- . .~::\ J

! ~ .ntr~MU~·~·. ~s ·a
.

umps team capture t e top
spot in the first annual Intramural
Coed Super Sports competition -last
Saturday on the UCF recreatio_n .fields.
They finished first in .three -events-ultimate, volleyball, and basketball shooting-and second i.n the
re~aining three ev~nts to . easily out
pomt the rest of the field .
_
The coed team representing Crew
won the last two events, the

.

800 -meter
re1ay
an
t he
·
f
h
tug-o -war, to c arge into a strong
secon d p 1ace finish . Donzies won t h e
remaining event, t h e o b stacIe course,
on route to thir d place in the ·Overall
d
stan ings.
.
F
h 1
ourt pace
went to Humps II, and
Airborne and lambda Chi Alpha and
Associates tied for fifth to complete the
standings.
-

·····---~----

Today the AIA W Division II
• Natioanl Volleyball Tournament entered the second phase of competition
in the UCF gymnasium.
All 16 teams competed in pool play
yesterday. The top two teams from
each pool then advanced to today's
double-elimination round. Play begins
today, Dec. 7, at 9 a.m. and continues
until 10 p.m., with quarterfina.1 matches slated for 1 p.m . The championship match will be played at 6 p.m.
Saturday, Dec. 8.
"In addition to top-seeded defending
champfon
UCF, other seeded teams end
tere
in the. tourney include the
University of Hawaii-Hilo, (number
2-runner-up last year), University of
D
·
f C lf
ayton (3), University o
a i ornia-Riverside (4), Texas Lutheran
(5-national champions in 1975 &
1976).. Chapman . College (6), Lewis

Since recent injuries and difficulties
in obtaining practice time in the gym
have restricted the past three weeks of
practice,' the Lady Knights traveled to
· Ft. Pierce last weekend for· a scrimmage ;.vith FIU.
In .t he opening game, the Lady
Krilghts played about as Head Coach
Lucy McDaniels expected, and were
"bfown off the court." But the squad
pulled itself together and went pack to
convincingly defeat FIU in the
remaining practice games.
According to McDaniel, scrim. maging . was "the . best · thing we
could've done. The things we needed
to work on · the most but haven't been
able to, ·like blocking, got better each
game."
"I think it was really beneficia l at
that point in time for .both teams to
play. Two weeks is just too long a
_break
between
regionals
and
, uationals," explained McDaniels.

All-American wrestler varies interests
by Kim Reade
staff writer

Rich Dombrowski, All-American, started wrestling in the
7th grade at New Hyde Park Memorial High Schoo1 in New
York. He wrestled there until the twelveth grade, when he
graduated and came to wrestle for UCF. Besides wrestling
here for four years, Dombrowski has been attending UCF's
and Rollins' summer wrestling camps. .
Dombrowski will graduate from UCF in 1981 with a
physical education degree. He said he hopes to coach ·
wrestling and to assistant coach football at a high school
level. He said he is also considering going back to New York
to take a civil service test so he can become a fireman or a
policeman in New York. Dombrowski likes Orlando but
likes to visit New York for the different ,People and lifestyles
there.
Dombrowski said he likes to go out to good restaurants,
especially after cutting weight when he really appreciates
good food . In his spare time, he likes to water-ski, lift
weights and cook .
Dombrowski said he believes that if the wrestling budget
would quit being cut, it would allow more scholarships. "A
lot of guys work really hard without much recognition.
They come every day and practice super hard even if they're
not eligible to wrestle."
··
,
Dombrowski said he believes the team is young, but tough
and gutsy. He .thinks that UCF will probably win the State
Tournament, that half the team will win in the Southeast
conference and that at least five guys will go on to nationals.
"Mike Aspesi is conditioning the team at pra~tke and is a
really big asset to the team. i:nike gets in then an<I wrest les ! All-Americam wrestler Ric Domt>rowsk1
too. Mike is enthusiastic and gets the wrestlers fired up. The . Dec. 12 at 7:30 p.m. against Hiram.
other coaches are really helping all the weight classes," he
said .

in achon-tne teams
Kim Reade/Future
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Women's basketball slams Rollins
by Patti Linzy
freelance writer

Bouncing back from a 66-64 lo s to
the Un iversit v of South Flor ida, the
women's basketball team landed fi e
players in double figures on the way to
a 76-34 troun cing of Rollins College,
Monday night.
Al ice Andrews led th e Lady Knights
aga inst crosstown rival Rollins with 14
Freshman Tudor Mcintyre
points.
buekrtl'.'d 13 points, while Cindy Frank
contributrd 1 l and Su$an Prehn and
Mnry Holapa added 10 each.
! The squad dropped a two-point
squeaker to USF last week, 66-64.
B.ut desp ite the loss, head coach Nancy
Sirmons felt her squad outplayed USF,
especially in the second half.
"Even though the score didn't show
it, I feel we won,"" said Sirmons. "We
didn't shoot as weil from the floor or·-

·

the foul line as we have been, but the
team didn't give up. They showed a
real fighting sp irit." ·
Freshman
walk-on
Holapa
dominated the game both defensively
and offensively, dropping in 24 points
for the Lady Knights. Dale Zimmerman scored 14 points and frank added
12.
-Ma.rcie Swilley, another freshman,
scored 24 points to lead the Knights to
their first win of the season, a· 86-76
victory over Edward Waters College
last week.
Holapa was the only other UCF
player to break into double figures
with 16 points.
Zimr:nerman and
Gayle Blutcher tallied nine and w;ght
points respectively.
The Lady Knights, now 2-2 on the
season , will play three games nex t
week before breaking for Christmas .

.Grappler$ display talent

Brf1n 4Peter/Future

UCF FRESHMAN FORWARD Susan Prehn (l 4) fights fo.rr control
of the ball against Rollins, in~- game_the Lady_Knights woq 76-34.

The UCF wrestling team held the intrasquad black-gold meet Saturday . .
Eleven starters were chosen for the
varsity squad from this meet.
."Everyone looked good," said Coach
Joe Corso . "It was an opportunity to
get everyone on the mat." Corso said it
·will be a "young team this year," with
five o"f the starters e ither freshmen or
sopomores.
Corso ca lied 121-pound Bob Wimberly "one of our best re.c ruits. He
wrestled for the University of Florida
last year, and when they dropped the
program, 'Ve picked him up."
Terry Shriver outscored Dave
Stanley
in
the
12 l-pound
iclassification , while Joe Hopp defeated
IKirk MacBeth in the 129-pound group.
John Coope~ pinn~d Steve Perry to

SEEDS & STEMS
The Low OverHEAD SHOP .
.•

Congratulations to Lamdba Chi's
·for their great showing at· the · In.for their gr~at showing at the
Iriterfraternity Council Ba~quet .

PUT A BOW ON A ~ONG

• 1979 Leadership Award
• 1979 ·s cholarship Award
• TWo of the 1979 Greek S.c holars
Tim Clay · Dave Smith

THIS CHRISTMAS
"High Guy" Christmas CardsChristmas

win the sta rting slot at 137 pounds,
and it took only 1:35 for Ricky Winn
to do the same to Tony Aspesi at 145
pounds. Sopomore Mike Perry _won a
outscoring
Larry
decision
by
Stanislowski at 145 pounds also.
Kevin Bals defeated Myers Fitkin at
153 pounds, and John Myer~ beat Trey
Baker.
Senior Rich Dombrowski
retained his starting position by outscoring Scott Bradle_y. Bart Biddle
overcame Steve Policastro and in the
190-pound class, Randy .Cevora beat
Dewey Ullrich. Heavyweight Bob
·1 ripka pinned Brian Parker in 3: 10 to
win a varsity position. .
The wrestling team has a meeting
tomorrow in Miami against Hirum,
Georgia Tech and host F lorida International.
-

.
Sto~kings

W~'re

Leather Purses Buckles & BeltsStash Cases Poster & T-Shirts

1

sure proud of you. ·
Love,
Your Lil' Sisters

- Books-Stones
..

.

1-~--------~~-~------~------,

HOLIDAY GIFT CHECK LISTS
Suggestions:
Dyour old MAN/LADY
D your dealer
D your sister on the farm
Dyour dumb kid brother
D your Congressman
D the guy who fronted
you an ounce

I
I
I
1·

a designer mirror
a better set of scales
~ book on cultivation
a P.D.R.
a "Let's Make itLegal"
greeting card
a Big KISS

--next to the University lnn-11631 E. Colonial Drive

275-0350

"Say It With Paraphernalia"

r

Two Dinners for the
Price of One
with this ad at

I

I
I
I
I
I

J
:.

Brian's Restaurant
Dean RD and Hwy 50
(faculty, staff and students .at UCF)

I

, ·iGood for any of our delicious dinners.I
I Excluding our Daily Specials I
I
I

Valid Sunday-thursday only ·.

:

273-6010

I

l---------------------------·
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Women's
tennis swings
into victory

How woul :: .c:... ;: kr) to bee emf: a~·~sociated with Se<J World and becom e in volved ·-1ntn, ·• · !·;·. · oi the mos t exciting ~xpansion projects to date; Florida
Festivoi which brings tog \.:- ~~eF a unique shopping, dining, and entertainment (:Xp€.· riencA .

At Sea World We Offer:

by Laura Hoffman

a

good sturting wage

sports editor

I

I

The women's varsity tennis team
won a triangular meet against
Daytona Beach Community College
i..
and Flagler College, defeating both
• teams 6-3, in its only preseason match
last week.
Head Coach Rocky Thomas said she
feels "The defeat . of Flagler was
gratifying in that they had just
defeated Stetson who was number five
in the nation last year. The team is
much stronger this year, with increased depth and stronger doubles
combinations that we ever had."
The only returning member from
last year to make the top six is Karin
Moore Cooke. The remaining players
in the top six are Jill Soderberg, Joan
Hobgood, Kathy Christiansen, Kim
Zurawicki. and Susan Rushing. The
three doubles teams are made up of the
Zurawicki-Rushing,
couples
of
Sodergerg-Christiansen,
and
Cooke-Mary Woodard.
Christians~n,
Zurawicki, . and
...
Rushing all scored double single~ wins
0(
in the meet. In doubles competition.
the teams of Soderberg-Christiansen
and Cooke-Woodard went unclefratcd.
The season's first match is Jan. 22
Judging by last
against Flagler.
vear's competition, Thomas thinks the
toughest opponents should be Stetson,
Florida Southern College and Florida
International University. '.'However,"
Thomas states, "thC' team is strong,
eager, confident and could very wellrearrange the statt' rankings."

on the job training

fringe benefits, which include pmd vacation,
profit sharing, complimentary park admission and several social events and sports
act1 v: ti C's

your working ur.iform is provided
c · compai'Iy

imag(;~

and reputahon unsur-

passed in our community

In Return Sea World Wants:
u1dividuals who maintain a good appear1 cady smile, a sincere personality
and a willingn~ss ·to work for the purpose of
self and gues_t satisfaction.
ance, a

Entry Level Positions Available In:
FOOD SERVICES:

OPERATIONS:

Full-time, P.art-time and Holiday
Seasonal

MERCHANDISE:

Part-time and Holid.iy Seasonal
Part-time

WHY NOT ·GIVE US A TRY? WE
WOULD LOVE TO SPEAK WITH YOU!
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May all things that say
"merry Christmas" be
y~urs this seas~n.
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Five good reasons
why you should choose
Criterion Auto Insurance!
1. Criterion is a highly regarded, finan- .
cially strong company which specializes in automobile insurance
protection.

Avoiding
Future ·
Shock
.

2. Outstanding claim service is provided by over 2,500 professional
claim representatives located
throughout the country.
3. Criterion offers a complete line of
coverages to protect you, your family and you-r .c ar.
4. A convenient payment plan is available to help your budget.
5. A Criterion po] icy will protect you
no matter where you drive in the
United States and Canada.
Call today for a free, personal rate quotation. Of course, there is no obligation
of any kind.
CALL:645·1~88

JIM RICHARDSON
31'31 CORlll"E DR., ORLANPO, F.~...

~ gf~~~~a~~~~

.

.

Why think about life insurance and .estate plamiing.now
while you're young? Because the best way to avoid
financial crisis. in your leisurely years is .t~ effectively
manage your most productive ·years. Th~ older. you get,
the more it costs to protect your fa~ily and business.
,You~ Fidelity Union Lif~ estate planner can show y~u ·
how to prepare for a secure.futu~e - now~
.Call the Fidelity Union Field Assoeiate
in your area:

FideIi~
Uniontife
',.ORLANDO AGENCY"
.
--+830·1326

COilege

.Master:

~-

If you take SOCA courses you can REGISTER by PHONE TO SOCA now-~1to5 p.m. any day.
Please call us regarding other courses and/or degree programs that you would like offered at SOCA.

SOUTH ORLANDO CAMPUS
7300Lake Ellenor Drive
Ph. 855-0881
In Orlando Central Park
On1South-Orange Blossom Trail
Dr.. R.C. HARDEN, DIRECTOR

50.
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